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On Generating the Greek Noun Phrase
Cheryl A. Black and Stephen A. Mar lett

This article examines the basic noun phrase of Koine Greek and proposes an
analysis which is consistent with current views on phrase structure within X-bar theory.
The fact that the syntactic distribution of quantifiers, demonstratives and descriptive
adjectives is different leads to the (not surprising) proposal that these are distinct word

classes in Greek, as in many other languages. The distribution of articles is given
serious attention and is found to support the relatively recent proposal (the DP
hypothesis) that the traditional noun phrase is best analyzed as a determiner phrase
which may then take an NP as its complement..

"It is a curious thing how traditionalism in linguistic teaching has held in slavery so many
men who teach Greek today precisely as it was done a hundred years ago." [From the
introduction by A. T. Robertson to Davis 1923]
1.

Introduction
The tables of contents of most Classical or Koine Greek grammars reveal an interesting

similarity. One quickly sees how much attention is paid to morphological issues and how little is

paid to syntax. The reasons for this state of affairs are somewhat understandable given the
tradition in which the study of Greek grammar developed and the fact that syntax is a relatively
new domain of study as such in linguistics. However, despite the interest in syntax within the
past forty years in American linguistics and significant advances in our understanding of it, so far
as we know, little progress has been made in the study or teaching of Classical or Koine Greek
syntax.'
This is not to say that syntax has received no consideration in descriptions or presentations of
Greek in the past. But consider the description of the Noun Phrase, for example. Whereas some
emphasis is given to the description of particular parts (such as when the article is used and how
certain differences in word order are to be understood), there is never a simple overview of the
facts. The present study is intended as a first step to remedy the situation. As such, we do not

examine all aspects of Noun Phrases in Greek. We do not take up relative clauses, conjoined
phrases, appositives, or disjunctive phrases, although these are also very interesting and are
worthy of careful study. But it also becomes clear that when the facts are laid out, and when clear

and explicit analyses are proposed and defended, many other areas of research beg to be reopened.

The presentation we give departs from traditional treatments in a number of ways. First, we
propose that the traditional class of Adjective in Greek is in actuality best divided into three

We thank Andy Black, Jim Meyer, Micheal Palmer, Jim Watters and Lindsay Whaley for their helpful
comments on this paper. The analysis presented here had its beginning in two seminars on Greek syntax
given as part of the Summer Institute of Linguistics program at the University of North Dakota several years
1

ago.
1996 Work Papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics
University of North Dakota Session
Volume 40, 89-105.
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classes: Quantifier, Demonstrative, and Adjective.2 As we show, these words have different
syntactic properties, and the Noun Phrase in Greek receives adequate description only when the
three are clearly distinguished. The distinction is alluded to in many earlier treatments, of course,
but the morphological similarity of these classes has overshadowed their syntactic differences.
Second, partly as a result of the recognition of Quantifiers and Demonstratives, we abandon
the descriptive terms predicate position and attributive position. These terms are inadequate,
unnecessary, and misleading in the ways they are often used.
Third. we propose a view of the Noun Phrase (actually, the Determiner Phrase, as we show
below) which is configurational, in line with current syntactic theories. The phrase is not simply
a string of words. one following the other, but it has a hierarchical structure. By separating the

configuration or dominance of the elements from their linear order, we are able to provide a
much more adequate account of the distribution of elements in the phrase.
The general approach to the structure of the noun phrase taken here is that of X' (X-bar)
theory. We introduce the key concepts of this theory as needed. Introductions to the theory may
be found in various works on generative grammar, including Sells 1985 and Haegemann 1994
(based on Chomsky 1981 and Chomsky 1986).

In this article we take up four phrase structure functions: heads and complements (in section
2), adjuncts (in section 3), and specifiers (in section 4). Sections 5 through 7 are devoted to other
interesting facts about the Greek noun phrase.
2.

Heads and Complements
A phrase has a head which defines the phrase's identity: Noun Phrases have Nouns as head,

Prepositional Phrases have Prepositions as head, Adjectival Phrases have Adjectives as head, and
so forth.3 One of the recent innovations in syntactic theory has been to propose that a phrase such
as the tree is in actuality a Determiner Phrase, with a Determiner as head (Abney 1987 and
Stowell 1989). We adopt a version of this hypothesis for our account of Greek although we do
not argue for its superiority over a more traditional analysis.4 The Determiner of interest here is
the Article, which figures prominently in Greek. Despite this innovation, Noun Phrases are still
part of the analysis, as we show.
Another constituent of a phrase is the complement. As the name suggests, the complement is

not a simple modifier of the head (such modifiers are discussed in section 3, where they are
called adjuncts), but it is more tightly related to the head. For example, in the VP the direct
object of the verb is a complement; the phrase our sins is the complement of the verb forgive in

the phrase forgive our sins. We propose that in the phrase rriv cupunv TOW iotimpticov (Co 1:14)

the tow 'auccpttcov is the complement of the noun sweaty. We show more examples of noun
2 This part of our analysis might have been novel even a few years ago when we were first discussing it

in classes, but after preparing the present manuscript we have learned of two publications that present a
similar analysis (Palmer 1995 and Whaley 1995). Actually, the fact that traditional grammars spend so
much time discussing these classes of words in special sections makes this part of our analysis almost selfevident.

3 Adjective phrases very often consist of simply the adjective in Greek. Examples with more complex
structure include taring Xeitpac full of leprosy Lk 5:12, and taoucsioc cryoSpa very rich Lk 18:23.
' A major reason for choosing the DP analysis is that it permits a better account of the Quantifiers and
Demonstratives, which are analyzed as specifiers in section 4. It also provides an account of the repeated
Article phenomenon discussed in section 5. Given the complexity of these facts and the problems they
present for earlier forms of syntactic theory, it may be understandable that Greek does not figure in the
modern linguistic literature.
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complements below.
DP

(1)

NP
(Complement)

Article
(Head)

DP
(Complement)

Noun
(Head)

At this point we may diagram the functional notions head and complement as shown in (1).
We use the abbreviation DP for Determiner Phrase, and NP for Noun Phrase. The DP has a

Determiner (always an Article in the case of Greek) as its head, and it takes an NP as its
complement. The NP has a Noun as its head and it takes another DP as its complement. This
structure presents two types of information. One is the configurational structure of the DP and
of
NP, of which the head and complement structure is most relevant to us here. The other type

information is linear order; the structure tells us that the head precedes the complement. As far as
the Determiner (Article) is concerned, we know that in Greek it always precedes its complement;
this is also the usual order with Nouns and their complements. Example (2) illustrates the typical
order (head-complement) within the NP, and example (3) illustrates the less frequent order
(complement-head) within the NP.5 (The use of a triangle indicates that the internal structure of
the phrase is not being shown for the sake of presentation, since it is irrelevant to the point.) To

envision our proposal, think of the highest NP node as the hook on a coat hanger. The coat
hanger can rotate, sometimes putting the Noun last, sometimes putting the Noun first.6
DP
(2)
NP

D

DP

TT)V

Ct(pECIV

[ TOW

icwatyr tow ]

the forgiveness of sins Co 1:14

5 We know that both head-complement and complement-head order are attested when a verb is the
head. The flexibility of word order is discussed more below.
Another example of the pre-head complement position is tic ['wow] oticaoi.tric your edification
(the edification of you) 2 Co 12:19.
6

The structure we are proposing does not follow Kayne's (1994) restricted view of phrase structure
where all heads, specifiers and adjuncts must be on the left.
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(3)

DP

Iwo° Xptatou entyvcoatv

triv [ Too icuptou

the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ 2 Pe 1:8
Under this account of DPs, the head Determiner (article) is not always overt; we represent
the lack of an overt head with a null sign, as shown in (4).7
DP

(4)

NP

D

DP

N

D

0

ati)ecnv

[0

forgiveness of sins

'apapricov

Ac 5:31

Other examples of complements of NPs include the following (all with head-complement
order, all with genitive DP complements): Triv 6copeav [ Too 'aytou nvcui_taroc ] (the gift of the
Holy Spirit) Ac 2:38; tic StopEctc [ Tic Sticatocruvic ] (the gift of righteousness) Ro 5:17; triv

EopEav [ Tic xapttoc too OEOU (the gift of the grace of God) Ep 3:7; 1.totprupa [ tic
avaatacrEcocr =Too ] (a witness of his resurrection) Ac 1:22; rn avccipEcret [ ctutou ] (the
killing of him) Ac 8:1; Trig yvcoaccoc [ rric4Sotic too OEOU I (the knowledge of the glory of God)
TIN EV Xptcrrco ] (the promise of life in Christ Jesus) 2 Ti 1:1; toy
2 Co 4:6; errayyeXtav [
(I)opov [ tow Iou8atcov ] (the fear of the Jews) Jn 7:13; yr' xXacret [ Too aptou ] (the breaking
of bread) Ac 2:42, among many others.
The complement may also be a finite clause in Greek, comparable to the clause following the
noun news in the noun phrase the news that you had won the election.8
An alternative analysis would be to avoid the use of the null heads and strip these representations of
all structure that dominates the null elements. For our purposes here, the differences between these analyses
is not important.
8 See section 7 where we discuss non-finite clauses that occur in DPs.
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[ 'OTt auyxuvvciat Icpoucrakru.t
the report ... that all Jerusalem was in confusion Ac 21:31
(1)aatc

ekrctSa too [ 'OTt ev ouScvt oacrxuvOncropat
my hope that I will be ashamed about nothing Ph 1:20
The distinction between complements and adjuncts enables us to make an explicit formal
difference between a phrase like tiv oupEav [ tic xa.ptioc Too 0£013 (the gift of the grace of
God, Ep 3:7), which contains a complement (since the grace of God is what is given the socalled 'objective' genitive), and rriv Scopeocv [ toll OCOU ] the gift of God (Ac 8:20), which has a
modifier that is not a complement but rather an adjunct (since God is the giver of the gift the
'subjective' genitive). We discuss such modifiers in the following section.9
(6)

Adjuncts
Nouns are often modified by a variety of phrases; some of these modifiers are called
adjuncts. Adjuncts are less tightly bound semantically as well as structurally to the head which
they modify. In Greek, we find adjunct Adjective Phrases (APs), Verb Phrases (VPs), and
Prepositional Phrases (PPs), as well as adjunct DPs. In many instances, only one word actually
instantiates the adjunct phrase. For example, the modifier may be a simple adjective, as in black
dogs. But since there is the potential for fuller expansion, as in very black dogs, even simple
adjectives are best viewed as minimal Adjective Phrases which happen to have nothing
3.

modifying the Adjective.
Simple examples of each type of adjunct are given below using labeled brackets to identify
the kind of modifying phrase that it is.
(7)

5ovapst [ plgyakri ]
great power Ac 2:2

]

(8)

av5poc [ arco8eSstwevov cum TOU OEOU
a man who was accredited by God .... Ac 2:22

(9)

trl slackricnct [ EV TTI Ep711.1C0 pp]

the church in the desert Ac 7:38
(10)

tic Potaactac [ TOD OC011 Dp]

the kingdom of God Ac 1:3
(11)

'o Kpurig [ tic auctac

the unjust judge Lk 18:6
The verb of an adjunct VP occurs as a participle, as in (8) and (13) below.' In Greek, DPs

9 The distinction between complements and adjuncts is one which the theory makes and which we
would like to make based on the meaning distinctions mentioned here. However, the distinction is not that
clearly made in Greek, as it turns out. Certain predictions which the structural distinction makes are not
borne out. See section 4 .
") We distinguish between adjunct VPs, which are participles, and infinitival relatives. Infinitival
relatives have an infinitive, sometimes preceded by the article too, and the subject (if expressed) in the
genitive case. Three examples are given below, but we do not discuss this construction more here.
(i)

cuiccuptav [ Too itapccSouvoct cuyrov
opportunity to betray him Lk 22:6

(ii)

'o xpovoc [ toll TE10ELV aUTTIV

the time for her to give birth Lk 1:57
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which are adjuncts of DPs usually occur in the genitive case, as in (10) and (11). Adjunct PPs
of
usually look much like their English counterparts. However, adjuncts sometimes have a repeat
the article before them, as seen in the following examples (in which we bracket it outside of the
AP. PP, etc.); we return to this characteristic in section 5.
Too nvsuilatoc [ Too ['arm)
(12)
the Holy Spirit Ac 2:33
(13)

Tic 01:M1S [ nig [EPX1101-16MS vp]

(14)

Too [ 'aytou AP] noct8oc [Goo pp]
your holy servant Ac 4:30

(15)

'o pc [ TP1111

(16)

Tol) ?.aou [ 1101-) DP] [ Too [ EV AtyWCTCO

the coming wrath 1 Th 1:10
More than one adjunct may occur in a phrase, as illustrated by the following examples:

[ Tt1S '1111.6Pac DP]

the third hour of the day Ac 2:15
my people in Egypt Ac 7:34

(17)

triv 'copccv [ Tic npocrcorrlS op] [ TM/ [

cvativ

[

the ninth hour of prayer Ac 3:1
(18)

'riptcpav [ Kuptou DP] [ 'up/ [fAsycariv Kat E7I14/aVTI
the great and glorious day of the Lord Ac 2:20

(19)

av5pEc [ EtAccf1Eta

(21)

TOW [ AtyWITOU

]AP]

[ aTiO ITCWTO; SOV011a TOW 11)7TO Toy OUP(XVOV

devout men from every nation under heaven Ac 2:4
[ 'upcov DP] tiv ayaOriv [ EV Xplato.) [ avampocirriv Ap]
(20)
your good conduct in Christ 1P 3:16
Adjuncts may appear before or after the head noun in Greek." In the preceding examples,
most have followed. In the following examples, they precede the head noun.
DP] OTICTC(.141COV

the treasures of Egypt Hb 11:26
(22)

nov [ EV ACCIIOCCTICCO pp] 1.1CCOTICOW

the disciples in Damascus Ac 9:19
COIXT1.0CV [ EICI3C7,,XEIV TOL 80C11.10VICC

authority to cast out demons Mk 3:15

Traditional grammars name various positions for adjectives: attributive and predicate, which are
sometimes divided into first and second attributive, first and second predicate positions. Despite their long
tradition, these labels are misleading in the way they are used in traditional Greek grammar, however. The
problem is made worse by the failure to distinguish between the word classes Quantifiers, Demonstratives,
and Adjectives, as we show below. Since the descriptive problem is so pervasive (one finds it as far back as
Goodwin 1887, but it is undoubtedly much older), it is worth describing in a bit more detail.
Grammars first typically label two positions of the adjective as 'attributive': when it comes between the
article and the noun and when it follows a noun and is preceded by an article. Despite the fact that the
adjective may be in construction with the noun (i.e., be part of the same noun phrase) and yet be in some
other position. it is otherwise said to occur in a 'predicate' position. As a result, quantifiers and
demonstratives are taken as adjectives which virtually always occur in a predicate position. although they
obviously modify the noun. The terminology, meant to bring clarity to a complicated situation, actually
obfuscates it.
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Too [ 'aytou ] 7tvEuptarog
the Holy Spirit Ac 1:8

(24)

TO [ 'uncp[3aXkov VP] i_tcycOoc

the surpassing greatness Ep 1:19
These facts show that the grammar of Greek does not strictly fix the order of adjuncts with
respect to the head noun.''
The configuration of the phrase is also a bit flexible. Adjuncts may occur in two positions;
they may branch from two intermediate nodes. Consistent with work on phrase structure in other
languages, we propose that an intermediate node, called N' (N-bar) occurs between the NP node
and the head, as shown in (25).13 In this schematic diagram, the abbreviation XP represents the
range of adjuncts permitted (XP = any phrase, such as NP, VP, DP, or AP).14
(25)

DP

N'
N'

XP

N

DP

This configuration, coupled with an explicit statement of the lack of fixed order between XP and
N' (i.e. the coat hanger can rotate allowing the XP to occur to the right of N'), generates phrases

like those illustrated above (except for the repeated article which sometimes occurs at the
beginning of the adjunct). It also predicts that if a complement and adjunct co-occur, the
complement will be closer to the head than the adjunct is.15

If we consider only heads and adjuncts for the moment, we see that the proposed structure
accounts for the word orders Article-Noun-XP and Article-XP-Noun. However, we also need to
generate the relatively common order XP-Article-Noun. This order is illustrated by the following
examples:

12

Traditional Greek grammars make various and contradictory claims about which is the special order

and how it affects the meaning. The facts are not clear. Consider, for example, how Lk 8:8 has the
contrastive adjective artOoc in post-nominal position, but Lk 8:15 has the contrastive adjective xaXoc in
pre-nominal position. On the other hand, Lk 4:36 has the non-contrastive adjective arca8aptoc in prenominal position, and Lk 8:29 has the same non-contrastive adjective in post-nominal position. Mackridge
1985 makes the claim that in Modern Greek the post-nominal position give special emphasis (p. 194).
See Palmer 1995 for a similar treatment which is more traditional than ours in that noun phrases are
NPs and not DPs. A comparison of this analysis with ours must wait for another time.
14
The proposed structure also permits the necessary recursion, allowing several adjuncts in the same
phrase.
15
We have found no evidence yet that is counter to this prediction. But see example (82) in which the
complement is at the edge of the DP.
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(26)

'Toy 8o0.ov
the servant of the high priest Lk 22:50
[ TOU apxtepecoc J

[ TOU icuptou ] 'o Xoyog
the word of the Lord Ac 19:20
We propose that these adjuncts modify the DP and are adjoined to D' (on either side) with a
rule similar to that for adjuncts to N', as shown in the following structure. 2
(27)

(28)

D
D'

XP

NP

D

XP
DP

The structure in (28) summarizes what we have proposed so far. The noun may have a

complement DP (see the bottom of the diagram). Adjuncts may also modify the NP; these are
slightly more removed structurally from the head noun. The head of the DP, namely the Article,
takes the NP as its complement. Adjuncts may also modify the DP; these are also structurally
more removed from the noun than are the NP adjuncts.
Specifiers
The final type of phrase structure function that we need to present is that of specifier. The
specifier is something like an introducer of the phrase. The specifier is typically the highest
element in the phrase and can be either on the right or the left, or both, depending on the
language. It occurs directly under the XP, on the same level as the X'. In English, it occurs to the
4.

left of the X'; in Greek, it may occur on the right as well as on the left. We present this
schematically below.
DP
(29)

Specifier

D'

We propose that the DP in Greek has two classes of specifiers: Quantifiers and

Demonstratives:6 We also propose that these classes of specifiers are different in their
configurational relation to the DP, which fact makes Greek quite different from English. In this
respect, the structural analysis we present below departs from that which is typically found in
linguistic textbooks.'? The specifiers in Greek fit into the structure as shown in (30)."

16 Mackgridge 1985 shows that the facts of Modern Greek are similar.

17 Abney 1987 proposes for English that possessors (such as the teacher's) are the specifier of DP
while Articles and Demonstratives are exclusively heads of DP. The same account is not plausible for

10
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DP

(30)

D'

Q

XP
Dem

D

NP

N'
N'

XP

N

DP

The class of Quantifiers is very small, and includes the words nag all, 'arca; all, 'okoc all,
and perhaps a couple of other words. Not all quantifying words belong to this class, however:
words like nokkac many are simply adjectives. The difference between a quantifying adjective
and a Quantifier is determined by whether the word has the syntactic properties of one or the
other. As we show below, the two are quite different.
Demonstratives co-occur with the article in Greek (unlike in English, since we don't say in
English the this boy or this the boy).2° There are four demonstratives in Greek. Three are definite

(and most often co-occur with the article): 101)20; this, eicetvog that, and the emphatic

Greek, since we have seen that possessors can occur in non-initial and/or non-final positions. Furthermore,
Demonstratives and Articles frequently co-occur in Greek, so separate positions are needed.
The NP which is the complement of the Article also has a specifier position available in X' theory.
Demonstratives cannot be analyzed as specifiers of the NP, however, because they occur before the Article,
not following it as would be predicted (see examples (31)-(35)). Nor are possessor DPs correctly analyzed
as specifiers of the NP which is the complement of the Article. If they were, we would predict that the
construction Art AP DP N should not be possible, under the assumption that the specifier of the NP should
be higher configurationally than the adjunct AP. But the phrase TOW 'arm/ ... auto° rcpmfyirrow his holy
prophets Ac 3:21, shows that this order is possible.
18 It is unusual within X' theory to have two specifiers for a single phrase, especially with adjuncts
allowed between the specifiers. Such a configuration is necessary to account for all the word orders allowed
in Greek DPs, however, as the examples in this section show. Note that in English as well, the Quantifier all
occurs to the left of the possessor as a second specifier in examples such as all our students.
The only alternative to this additional specifier level would be to consider one (or both) of these
elements as a head of its own X' phrase, which then takes the DP as its complement. For instance, a
Quantifier Phrase could be the top phrase with the Quantifier as its head, an empty specifier position, and
DP as its complement. The adjuncts which now come between the two specifier positions could be adjoined
to DP and Demonstratives would fill the (unique) specifier of DP. Such a structure would fit X' theory, but
it has the drawback of positing a completely null phrase at the top of most nominal phrases where no
Quantifier is present. Also, clear evidence of subcategorization is missing. We therefore prefer the
additional specifier position within DP.
19 The word cquccroupa both in its occurrence in Lk 5:7 fits the criteria of a Quantifier.
20 Like Quantifiers, Demonstratives are grouped with Adjectives in traditional Greek grammars, despite
the different syntactic properties that they display..
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indefinite (but specific),
demonstrative atrrog.21 The fourth demonstrative is Tic certain, which is
definite
is often used as an interrogative. It does not co-occur with the article since the article is
Sookoc a
and this demonstrative is indefinite. Examples of this demonstrative include Ttvoc
certain slave Lk 7:2, and TLS Pacylksug which king? Lk 14:31.
follow the head,
Quantifiers and Demonstratives, like the adjuncts in Greek, may precede or

which they
although for Demonstratives the most common position is to follow.22 The head
in the same
precede is the Article (since they are specifiers of the DP); they do not occur
be
distinguished
from
positions as Adjective Phrases. This is the first reason for which they must
Adjectives.23 Examples in which they precede include:
'oXov TOV Xaov all the people Ac 2:47
(31)
(32)

'00T01 '01 Xoyot these words Rv 22:6

(33)

'outog 'o kaog this people Mt 7:6

(34)

tautly Ttiv rca.paf3oknv this parable Lk 13:6

autos 'o icuptoc the Lord himself 1 Th 4:16
(35)
Examples in which they follow include:
'ot 1.11AI-rat rcavtcg all the disciples Mt 26:56
(36)
(37)

Tat; irll.tcpatg Totvratc these days Ac 1:15

(38)

'o

(39)

TOV aypov ElCEWOV

(40)

to Epyot atom the works themselves Jn 14:11

Xaog 'otirog this people Mt 15:8
that field Mt 13:44

itspsuc 'rig a certain priest Lk 1:5
(41)
Both specifiers may co-occur in a single DP. Our structure accounts for the fact that when

the Demonstrative and Quantifier co-occur to the right of the head, they occur in the order
Demonstrative-Quantifier, and that when they occur to the left of the head, they occur in the
order Quantifier-Demonstrative.
'okriv cm/ yriv EKELVTIV all that land Mt 9:26
(42)
Tics examatav Tautriv 'artacrav all this authority Lk 4:6
(43)

the left
We have not found any examples of Quantifiers and Demonstratives co-occurring to
of an Article. Our structure claims that they should occur in the order Quantifier-DemonstrativeArticle.24

The analysis we propose accounts for the lack of examples such as the following (where
asterisk indicates a putatively ungrammatical example).
'There are two homophonous words: the emphatic Demonstrative (discussed here), and the Adjective
known.
meaning same. They have different syntactic distribution as well as different meanings, as is well
22 Mackridge (1985:193) claims that the most common position for Demonstratives in Modern Greek is
before the Article.
23 Of course, in some ways Adjectives, Demonstratives and Quantifiers are all members of some larger
morphological class. They must all agree in number, gender and case with the head noun.
24 While we do not have access to living native speakers of Koine Greek, the fact that Modern Greek is
analysis, we discovered the
so similar syntactically is helpful. Since working out the predictions of our
regarding
Modern
Greek:
"the
regular position of these
following confirming fact in Mackridge (1985:193)
quantifiers
preceding
the
depplistratives)."
modifiers is before the definite article (the
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25

*'01 7CaVTEc I-01011Tal (all the disciples)

(45)
(46)

*Article Demonstrative Noun
*'0 '00TO; Xa0; (this people)
*Demonstrative Quantifier Article Noun

rriv yiv (all that land)
Note that in the structure shown in (30) we propose that adjuncts intervene between the two
specifiers. This is to account for examples such as the following in which the adjunct occurs to
*EicEtvnv

the outside of the demonstrative.26
(47)

[ iccavn ] 'cam '11 [ 'UTCO 600 XCCXOWEV11 } 6154:12(,11

this new teaching being spoken by you Ac 17:19

xripa aurn [

(48)

[ ntwX11 l AP]

this poor widow Mk 12:43, Lk 21:3
(49)

Tri irw.cpa 8KEIN/11 [ T11 [ µta ] AP]

that first day Jn 20:19
(50)

TOV VUOV TOUTOV [ TON/ [ Xlletparcourrov

this handmade shrine Mk 14:58
(51)

(52)

]

arpstov TOUT° [ T116 tame); DPI
this sign of healing Ac 4:22
TO

[ rtokA,otcy

TatYrag 'rll.tEpotc

these many days Ac 1:5

Adjuncts are not limited to this position, however. As shown in diagram (30), they may
branch off D' (as illustrated above) and they may branch off N'. The latter structure permits
them to occur between the Demonstrative and the Noun; this structure is illustrated in (53).
(53)

Tic icaxtag [ 6ou DPI Tautric
this wickedness of yours Ac 8:22

(54)

Tic CTICOklag APl TaUtric
tic yEvsac [tic

this wicked generation Ac 2:40
A second way in which the Quantifiers and Demonstratives (as specifiers) are different from
Adjectives (as adjuncts) is illustrated in examples (36-41) above. Whereas APs always require
the repeated article, Quantifiers and Demonstratives never occur with a repeated article.
For this reason, words like =Aug much, many are not members of the class of Quantifiers.
Goodwin (1887: 204) points out that Quantifiers may in fact sometimes occur between the article and
the noun in classical Greek, and Turner (1963: 201) cites the following examples in the New Testament (all
with mac): Ac 19:7, Ac 20:18, Ac 27:37, Ga 5:14, and 2 Co 5:10. Both authors claim that the quantifier has
a slightly different meaning than when it occurs in its usual position. The same is true in Modem Greek
(Mackridge 1985:194), where 'oXoc means all in one position and whole in the other. Regardless, these
25

examples are not readily explained by our account unless the quantifier in question is categorially an
Adjective as well as a Quantifier. This dual classification would enable such words to appear in more
positions syntactically.

We have not found any example where an adjunct occurs outside of the Quantifier. Our analysis
predicts that this should not occur, since the Quantifier fills the top specifier position in the phrase.
Adjunction to the DP itself is prohibited theoretically by Chomsky (1986: 6). This requires an alternative
26

position for the extraposition of sentential complements (see section 7).
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Note that the word nokuc uses the repeated article in example (55) (unlike Quantifiers), and that
it follows the article in example (56) (also unlike Quantifiers).
(55)

'at 'attaryncxt ccutic [

7co2aott

her many sins Lk 7:47
(56)

to [ rcoXku ] ypaRtottot

too much study Ac 26:24
Similarly, the word autos in the sense same is seen to be an Adjective by its position in the
phrase. (Recall that if a Demonstrative precedes the head noun, it also precedes the article.) This
is important to know, as introductory texts of Greek correctly explain, because the homophonous
emphatic Demonstrative autos is distinguished from this Adjective by its distinct syntax.
(57)

10 autos 060;
the same God 1 Co 12:6

5.

Repeated article

In some of the examples which we presented above, we have seen something that Greek does
which is quite unlike English.27 When APs and VPs follow the noun in a phrase which has an
article, they must also have (with few exceptions) an article identical to the one preceding the

head noun.28 DPs and PPs optionally begin with one of these repeated articles under these
conditions. Some of the examples below also appeared earlier:
(58)

too kaou [ [Lou DP] [ too [cv Atytnttco ] ]
my people in Egypt Ac 7:34

(59)

triv 'copav [ Tic irpocseuxqc op] [ STIV [ evatriv ] AP]
the ninth hour of prayer Ac 3:1

(60)

'o koyoc [ 'o [ TOU atocupou ] 0,]
the word of the cross 1 Co 1:18

(61)

to wog [ TO [ EV 601 [ pp]

the light in you Mt 6:23

We propose (following Myers 1987:95-110) that the adjuncts are all DPs headed by an
Article which can take a variety of complements, not just NP, as shown in (62).

27

Modern Greek apparently preserves this phenomenon just as it is described here (Mackridge

1985:194). Still other languages that we know of which are somewhat similar to Greek in this regard are the
Bantu languages of Africa (Allan 1977, Myers 1987, etc.), which require the noun classifier to be repeated
on all adjuncts, and Seri, a Hokan language of northwestern Mexico (Marlett 1981). Other languages have
formal devices for expressing the idea of "in construction with". In Farsi, for example, the device is a suffix
known as ezalet (Rich Rhodes, p.c.).
28 The following example shows that prenominal adjuncts do not take the repeated article:

(iv)

Tow [ rceptcpxol.tEvcov VP] [ IOUoCCUOV

EOpKICTTOW

the wandering Jewish exorcists Ac 19:13

Examples in which the post-nominal AP does not have a repeated article include TIN/ papruptav
flE14(.0 too Icoavvou the witness greater than John Jn 5:36, and 'o oxko; nokuc the great crowd Jn 12:9.
Regarding the latter, Moulton (1908:84) states that "a very curious misplacement of the article occurs."
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DP

(62)

1130

D

NP

DP

D/

AF

A'
A
Too TEVEUpaTOg

VDU

'aytou

the Holy Spirit Ac 2:33

This structure accounts for the word orders seen in the examples, but does not account for the
distribution of the repeated Article, i.e. when it must occur and when it may not occur. At
present, we do not have any simple way to explain the distribution, so we propose that the
generalizations given at the beginning of this section simply be stated as language-specific
conditions on adjuncts within the Greek DP. Finally, the fact that the repeated Article must be
identical to the Article which heads the DP can be seen as part of the concord agreement within
the whole DP.

Empty Heads
We have been looking at examples which, for the most part, contain an overt head. We did
talk about DPs with no Article present as head and diagrammed them with null heads. As a
6.

matter of fact, some NPs also have null or empty heads, as shown below. (We put the null sign in

some location permitted by the phrase structure; in some cases more than one position is
possible.)29

(63)

7Ta01 [ TM; KCCTOMOUCTIN IWOUCTOC2011.1 VP] 0

all the (people) inhabiting Jerusalem Ac 1:19
(64)

'Ca [ mot Tic pacnAztac SOU 0£01) ,,] 0
the (things) concerning the kingdom of God Ac 1:3

(65)

lot [ E6X,CtT01 Ap] 0
the last (ones) Mt 20:16

(66)

[ 'EVOL AP] TOLYCCOV 0

one of these (people) Ac 1:22
(67)

Tourcov [ Tow Suo AP] 0
these two (people) Ac 2:24

29 Alternatively, one might view these as instances of a pronoun like the word one (as in the tall one).
Whereas in English this pronoun has phonetic realization, in Greek it is without phonological substance.
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(68)

tots 0 rcautv
all (people) 1 Co 9:22

(69)

ttc 0
who? [which (person) ?] Mt 3:7

(70)

T1. 0

what (thing)? Mt 11:7
(71)

rcavtEc 0
all, everyone Mk 14:50

(72)

0 EICELVOc

that one Jn I:8
One type of phrase which does not occur is a DP which ends with an Article, Quantifier, or
Demonstrative and an NP with an empty head, as illustrated below (where the asterisk indicates a
putatively ungrammatical exampIe):3°' 31
(73)

*[ ... Article [ 0 ] ]

(74)
(75)

*[

(76)

?[

Q 0 ',JP] op]

e.g. *'o 0
e.g. *rcavtsc 'o 0
e.g. *sicEtvoc 'o 0

Dem [ 0 Nd
We do not know of any examples where an empty head has a complement, although examples
(63)-(72) clearly show that empty heads may have adjuncts.
...

[ 0 XP NPj DP]

It is also the case that DPs which consist of an Article, an NP with an empty head, and a relative
clause are ungrammatical if there are no adjuncts present, regardless of whether a specifier is
32
present.
(77)
7.

*Art [ 0 NPJ

[S

Sentential complements
There are DPs in Greek which look quite different from those discussed above. We are

thinking about those which have sentences with infinitival verbs and accusative subjects, usually
following an article. Consider the objects of the prepositions 7cpo (which governs genitive case),
3() Given the fact that there are no living speakers of Koine Greek with whom we can check various
sentences, the statements of ungrammaticality expressed above are hypotheses and not facts. In some cases
we feel fairly confident that the corpus is sufficient to establish the basic facts.
31 Examples of a DP consisting solely of an Article are in fact attested in some situations, although
some 'particle' apparently always follows in the examples we have seen, as shown below.
(v)

TM yap KUL ycvoc EMIEV

for we also are offspring of that one (Ac 17:28)
(vi)

'o SE surcv ctUTOK

he said to them Jn 4:32
Lindsay Whaley (p.c.) has informed us that bare articles (without an accompanying particle) occur in earlier
stages of Greek. If these were common at one time, it may be interesting that they are so rare in Koine
Greek.
32 Traditional grammars don't treat these facts in this way. Instead, they talk about the 'substantival' use

of adjectives, participles, and the like. But this doesn't work at all well for many of the cases at hand, such
as when the noun phrase consists of an Article and a PP, or an article and a quantifier. Traditional grammars
also do not make explicit the claims presented above about the kinds of DPs which are not attested.
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sv (which governs dative case), and nptv (not usually considered a preposition since it does not
govern any case, as it typically occurs with a sentential complement) in the following examples:
(78)

P'
DP

P

lip0 too syytacct OCUTOv
before he draws near Ac 23:15
(79)

itpw [ akcictopa. 9covicsat ]
before a cock crows Mt 26:34

(80)

EV [ try 'tepatwetv autov ...]

while he served as priest ... Lk 1:8
These examples show that the DP may consist of an Article with some kind of sentence (S)
as its complement.33 This sentence will have the usual properties of sentences except that the
verb is in the infinitive, and the subject is in the accusative. (The case of the Article, if present, is
governed by the Preposition, as expected in Greek grammar, and defaults to genitive case when
there is no governor, as shown below.)
DP

(81)

D'
NP

D

N'

N

DP

D

VP

DP

'o xpovoc too TEKEIN CCUTTIV
the time for her to bear (child) Lk 1:57
This kind of DP may be used as an adjunct, as in (81), or as a complement to a Noun Phrase, as
33 We depart here from the most technical kind of notation for these facts.
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in (82).
(82)

ekittc 7LC( 6a, [ VDU C70.4E60CU '111-lac
all hope that we might be saved Ac 27:20

We assume that in (82) the sentential complement began in the complement position within
the NP and then moved by extraposition to adjoin somewhere on the right. Such movement is
common in languages; sentence-level constituents prefer to be peripheral for ease of processing.

Conclusion
In this article we have presented a proposal for generating the Greek Noun Phrase. It relies
on a fairly straightforward application of X' theory using the widely-used notions of heads,
complements, specifiers, and adjuncts. We proposed that Greek Noun Phrases are DPs which
have the article as head and take NPs as their complement. Quantifiers and Demonstratives were
seen to be specifiers of DP, with Quantifiers as the highest specifier. Adjunct phrases can be DPs
which take either the usual NP complement or AP, VP, PP, or S complements. This variety of
complements accounts for the repeated article seen in many Greek Noun Phrases. Ordering
within the phrase was accounted for by allowing the phrase structure positions to be unordered
left-to-right in the configurational diagram and by allowing adjunction to both the N' and D'
8.

levels.

While many details remain to be worked out and other constructions, such as relative clauses

(see Culy 1989 for one account), need to be analyzed, we feel this proposal is a major step
toward understanding the syntax of the Greek Noun Phrase and also lays the foundation for more
adequate teaching of this important part of the Greek language.
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